Call for Nominations

The U-M Distinguished Diversity Leaders Award

Do you know a member of the staff, or an entire work team, that stands out by demonstrating extraordinary commitment and dedication to diversity at the University of Michigan? Share your story and recognize their efforts by making a nomination for the Distinguished Diversity Leaders Award.

- Nominations for as many as ten (10) individual and five (5) team awards are now being accepted.

- Awardees will receive written recognition and money to be used toward professional development activities ($1,000 for individual recipients, $2,500 for team recipients to share).

Please help the Distinguished Diversity Leaders Award highlight and celebrate those staff members who embrace the value of diversity – those who recognize how diversity at Michigan contributes to our work, our teaching and our experiences. Make a nomination today.

Make a Nomination & Learn More at:

DDLADDFLA.umich.edu

The awards are jointly sponsored by the Office of the Provost and University Human Resources, and reflect our deep and enduring commitment to the value of diversity.